
More than Grammar: Discover Writing Evolution with AI tools
in January 2024

In 2024, the writing scene is changing big time with the introduction of advanced AI tools that do

more than just fix grammar. This article dives into how AI is shaking up the way we write,

zooming in on myessaywriter.ai and collegeessay.org’s AI essay writer, two major players in this

game-changing trend.

AI is changing how we write essays. It's part of our daily lives, including in education. When it

comes to writing essays, the usual way is pretty time-consuming – lots of research, planning,

and editing. AI essay writers aim to make this whole process easier and quicker.

There are two major players in this game-changing trend.
1. CollegeEssay.org AI Essay Writer
2. MyEssayWriter.AI



1- CollegeEssay.org AI Essay Writer

CollegeEssay.org's AI Essay Writer is the best free essay writer in AI-powered essay writing.

Being named the top AI writer for 2023 shows how good it is with its standout features and

abilities. And for students looking for customized and professional help with essay writing,

CollegeEssay.org's AI Essay Writer is a great tool.

Our AI Essay Writing Tool comes with some cool features:

Extensive Search Database: CollegeEssayAI looks through millions of trustworthy sources to

find the most relevant information for your topic.

Auto-Writing Suggestions: Just start typing, and CollegeEssayAI helps you finish your

sentence in different ways.

Advanced Plagiarism Checker: Feel confident using Turnitin.com. CollegeEssayAI's

plagiarism checker rephrases content to make it unique.

MLA and APA Citations: Proper citations in MLA and APA formats are a breeze.

Free Essays: No need to sign up or use a credit card. Access essays without limits.

Unlimited Essay Access: Get all the essay help and downloads you need without any

restrictions.

Top-Notch Grammar Checker: You don't need to be a grammar expert. CollegeEssayAI's

grammar checker finds and fixes mistakes for you.

How to Utilize CollegeEssay.org AI Essay Writer

Using CollegeEssay.org's AI Essay Writer is easy and simple. Here's a step-by-step guide on

how to make the most of this fantastic tool

https://collegeessay.org/ai-essaywriter


Sign In: Create an account or log in.

Choose your topic: Pick the subject or topic for your essay.

Type Away: Start typing your essay, and our tool will help you complete sentences.

Check for Uniqueness: Use the plagiarism checker to make sure your work is original.

Citations Made Easy: Let the tool handle MLA or APA citations.

Review and Edit: Read through your essay and make any additional edits using the

suggestions.

Download: Once you are satisfied, download your essay.

Choose the plan that suits you best:

Pricing Plans

CollegeEssay.org's AI Essay Writer is an advanced AI tool designed to aid users in essay

writing. It offers a free plan with a 350-word limit and access to advanced features. The premium

plans, available monthly or yearly, provide up to 2000 words, AI auto-complete, and advanced

features, with the yearly plan offering unlimited essays and extra months for free. The tool's AI

capabilities include suggesting and completing sentences, improving overall writing efficiency.

With limited-time offers and straightforward purchasing options, CollegeEssay.org's AI Essay

Writer aims to streamline and enhance the essay writing process for users of varying needs and

preferences.

Free Plan

Word Limit: 350 words

Access to Advanced Features



Premium Plan (Monthly)

Up to 2000 words

AI Auto Complete

Advanced Features

100 essays per month

$29.99/month

Only $7.99/month (80% OFF - Today, on Tuesday)

Buy Now

Premium Plan (Yearly)

Up to 2000 words

AI Autocomplete

Advanced Features

Unlimited Essays

4 Months FREE

$359.88/year

Only $39.92/year (90% OFF - Today, on Tuesday)

Sitejabber reviews

College Essay has a rating of 4.69 stars from 58 reviews, indicating that most customers are

generally satisfied with their purchases. College Essay ranks 17th among college and university

sites.



2- MyEssayWriter.AI

MyEssayService.ai has a smart AI essay analyzer tool that makes writing easier. It uses

technology to help with creating and improving essays. Whether you're a student or a

professional, this tool can be a handy assistant and the key to speeding up AI content in 2024.

Let's dive into what makes it special.

Tools Offered by MyEssayWriter.AI

AI Essay Writer

This tool employs artificial intelligence to create essays that meet your specified requirements,

streamlining the writing process.

AI Essay Outliner

Designed to enhance essay structure, this tool assists by providing a well-organized outline,

improving the overall coherence of your writing.

Paraphrasing Tool

If someone wants to say something in a different way, the paraphrasing tool helps them out. It

takes what's already been written and gives it a new look while keeping the main idea the same.

https://www.myessaywriter.ai/
https://www.shwechat.com/upload/files/2024/01/nUgnUZDzppF466zIcqfp_09_ec26363a8247387c6ced4483a18cff61_file.pdf
https://www.myessaywriter.ai/paraphrasing-tool


Paragraph Generator

Create well-organized paragraphs effortlessly with the Paragraph Generator. It assists in

maintaining coherence and clarity in your writing, offering a handy tool for structuring your

thoughts seamlessly.

Thesis Statement Generator

Creating a strong thesis statement can be tricky. Thesis Statement Generator is like a guide that

helps you out. It makes the process easier, so you can create a powerful thesis without

stressing too much. It's like having a friend who knows a lot about writing.

Essay Topic Generator

Generate a wide array of captivating essay topics instantly with the Essay Topic Generator. It

serves as a creative catalyst, providing inspiration and variety to kickstart your writing process.

SiteJabber reviews of MyEssaywriter.AI

Myessaywriter.ai has a rating of 4.85 stars from 154 reviews, indicating that most customers

are generally satisfied with their purchases. Reviewers satisfied with Myessaywriter.ai most

frequently mention top notch, academic integrity, and plagiarism checker.

Conclusion

The rise of AI tools in writing, showcased by CollegeEssay.org and MyEssayWriter.AI, brings a

big change. These tools do more than fix grammar; they help with essay creation using features

like AI auto-complete and plagiarism checking. CollegeEssay.org offers user-friendly plans with

advanced features, while MyEssayWriter.AI provides various tools, like an AI essay writer and

paraphrasing tool. Positive customer reviews suggest these tools are effective, signaling a

promising future for AI in making essay writing easier and better.

FAQs

1. What sets CollegeEssay.org's AI Essay Writer apart from others?
CollegeEssay.org's AI Essay Writer stands out with a free plan offering a 350-word limit and

access to advanced features. Premium plans, available monthly and yearly, provide up to 2000

https://www.myessaywriter.ai/thesis-statement-generator


words, AI auto-complete, and advanced features. The yearly plan even includes unlimited

essays and extra months for free.

2. How does CollegeEssay.org's AI Essay Writer assist in the writing process?
The AI tool comes with features like an extensive search database, auto-writing suggestions, an

advanced plagiarism checker, MLA and APA citations, free essays, unlimited essay access, and

a top-notch grammar checker.

3. What is the pricing structure for CollegeEssay.org's premium plans?
For the monthly plan, it's $29.99/month, with a special offer of $7.99/month (80% off on

Tuesdays). The yearly plan is $359.88/year, with a discounted rate of $39.92/year (90% off on

Tuesdays), including 4 months free.

4. How does MyEssayWriter.AI's AI Essay Analyzer work?
MyEssayWriter.AI simplifies the writing process with its smart AI essay analyzer tool. It employs

technology to assist in creating and improving essays, catering to both students and

professionals.

5. What tools are offered by MyEssayWriter.AI?
MyEssayWriter.AI provides an array of tools, including an AI Essay Writer, an AI Essay Outliner,

a Paraphrasing Tool, a Paragraph Generator, a Thesis Statement Generator, and an Essay

Topic Generator.

6. What sets MyEssayWriter.AI apart based on user reviews?
MyEssayWriter.AI holds a stellar rating of 4.85 stars from 154 reviews on SiteJabber, with users

praising its top-notch quality, commitment to academic integrity, and effectiveness as a

plagiarism checker.

7. How do the Paraphrasing Tool and Paragraph Generator assist users?
The Paraphrasing Tool helps rephrase content, while the Paragraph Generator aids in creating

well-organized and coherent paragraphs.

8. What benefits do the Thesis Statement Generator and Essay Topic Generator offer?



The Thesis Statement Generator simplifies the creation of strong thesis statements, while the

Essay Topic Generator provides a variety of inspiring topics to kickstart the writing process.

Useful Resources

CollegeEssay.org AI Essay Writer: Reach Higher Academic Goals by 2024

Choose MyEssayWriter.AI over PerfectEssayWriter.AI in January 2024

Exploring MyEssayWriter.AI a Prominent Choice over Jasper in January 2024

https://ai.cheap/read-blog/5694
https://www.completefoods.co/diy/recipes/alanjoe
https://alan-joe.000webhostapp.com/2024/01/exploring-myessaywriter-ai-a-prominent-choice-over-jasper-in-january-2024

